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Nord lock washers near me

Nord-Lock washing wedge locking uses tension rather than friction to fix screwed joints exposed to large vibrations and dynamic loads. Over the life of operations, nord-Lock washers offered increased operational reliability and lower maintenance costs, while reducing the risk of downtime production, accidents, and guarantee claims. Advantage Quick and
easy installation and removal with hand tools Locking function unaffected by lubrition High corrosion resistance Reliable locking, even for joints with short hardening length Reusable (depending on the usage environment) SP Sp Sphere Nord-Lock SP washing has the same wedge locking design as the original wash, but with an increased external diameter.
This ensures that loads are distributed in wider, more subtle areas for sensitive surfaces. SFER is ideal for use in broad holes or goose, painted or sensitive areas, as well as soft ingredients. Testing and certification Nord-Lock washers were strictly tested and approved by independent institutes as well as certification authorities. Junker testing is the most
stringent test method for testing screwed joints. During testing, joints are prone to the movement of travelling under the head of screws and nuts, while the force of the thumbnail is measured continuously. Nord-Lock washers have consistently outperformed competition in this challenging environment. We use cookies to make it easier for you to use our
website. They allow us to recognize our registered users, calculate visitor numbers and find out how they navigate the site; help us make changes so you can find what you are looking for more quickly. Here you can order smaller quantities or sample packs for fast delivery worldwide. If you need larger quantities, quotes or assistance please contact us
directly and we will assist you.
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